
Product detail parameters

                                                           

This series of Small Power inverter is suitable for:
    Various kinds of household appliances, lighting electricity, IT electronics products, office

equipment, on-board appliances, outdoor emergency power supply, etc. The power of the

inductive load and the electrical equipment exceeds the output power of the inverter and

some start-up current of large power equipment may not be driven.

Small Power
Inverter Manual

Power Inverter

Solar Power Generation System

To avoid harm to you and others, here are

some of the following security considerations. 

Be sure to follow the meanings of the various

flags. See the following.
WARNING

No parallel with city power
The output can not be paralleled with the power supply, it will damage the inverter and
cause the danger of electric shock。

Minors are prohibited from using them
Can not be used by minors, inverter output is high voltage, may lead to electric shock
risk。

No throwing
Bumping the inverter can cause damage and other safety hazards.

Medical equipment disabled
This inverter has not been tested and can not be used in medical equipment

Product characteristics
●Our company's pure sine wave series inverter has perfect protection circuit, provide high

   temperature protection, overpressure protection, low voltage protection, short circuit

   protection, overload protection and other functions to prevent damage to your inverter;

●Advanced circuit design, high conversion efficiency, rich interface, stable output voltage;

●The inverter is made of metal shell, which has reasonable design and good heat dissipation

   performance;

●The inverter has advanced anti-jamming technology, fully functional protection circuit, soft

   start circuit and convenient operation mode.

●The soft start circuit increases the output voltage step by step at startup in order to eliminate

   cold start failure, and also has the instantaneous drop of the output voltage and the quick

   recovery function, which reduces load on startup instantly overload.

Please connect the ground wire.
In order to ensure the safety of use, please connect the ground wire.

50Hz / 60Hz(Optional)

50Hz / 60Hz(Optional)

Modified Sine Wave

Modified Sine Wave

High temperature protection、Shortcircuit Protection、Overload Protection

High temperature protection、Shortcircuit Protection、Overload Protection

Smart fan,Automatic startup of high temperature and load

Smart fan,Automatic startup of high temperature and load

Remarks：Please select the corresponding parameters according to the 
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≥85%

12V(9.5V±0.5V)/24V(19V±1V)/48V(40V±2V)/60V(50V±3V)/72V(60V±3V)

12V(15.5V±0.5V)/24V(30V±1V)/48V(60V±2V)/60V(74V±3V)/72V(90V±3V)
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1A(12V) 
0.6A(24V)

0.25A(48V)

0.5A(12V) 

0.4A(24V)

1A(12V) 
0.7A(24V)
0.2A(48V)

0.15A(60V)

0.5A(12V) 
0.4A(24V)
0.2A(48V)

0.15A(60V/72V)

Yes

226*95*55 193*95*55241*95*55

790 620855

48V/60V(yes) 48V/60V(yes) 48V/60V/72v(yes)Yes
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≥85%

12V(9.5V±0.5V)/24V(19V±1V)/48V(40V±2V)/60V(50V±3V)/72V(60V±3V)

12V(15.5V±0.5V)/24V(30V±1V)/48V(60V±2V)/60V(74V±3V)/72V(90V±3V)
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Performance introduction
  An inverter is a power supply that converts direct current (batteries, solar cells, wind turbines, etc.)

into alternating current. Because of the high frequency inverter used in power conversion

technology, ferrite transformer to replace the old bulky silicon steel transformer. This is why the

inverter of our company is lighter weight and less bulky than other inverters that have similar rated

power. When the inverter works in the inverter mode, the output waveform is modified sine wave. It

is a practical wave which waveform characteristic is similar to pure sine wave. This waveform is most

suitable for linear load and switching power supply of electronic equipment, such as light bulbs, rice

cookers, energy saving lamps, etc.. It can also be applied to inductive loads, such as transformers,

motors, etc.

  The inverter output is the effective value voltage of the modified sine wave is 110V, which is the 

same as the standard household power supply, and its output calibration is calibrated under the 

RMS voltage. If use the voltmeter 

with average value to measure, t

he phenomenon of low output 

voltage may appear. In order to 

measure the accuracy, please use 

the voltmeter that can measure 

the RMS value.

              

Using environment
  In order to achieve the best use effect, please put the inverter in the surface of the smooth place, 

such as the ground, the floor of the car, or other solid surface. Let the inverter power line can be

fixed easily. The working place should meet the following standards:

1.Do not allow the inverter to contact with water or other liquid to keep the inverter away from

   moisture or water.

2.In a cool environment, the temperature is 0 degrees (without condensation) to 40 degrees. Don't

   put the inverter next to the heating vents or other heating devices. Keep the inverter out of the

   sun as much as possible.

3.Keeping the ventilation and the absence of obstructions around it ensures that air is free to

   circulate. When the inverter is working, do not put something on the inverter. The inverter fan is

   used to help dissipate the heat.

4.Be careful not to use inverters near flammable materials or places where flammable gases can be

   gathered.

5.The battery not only provides a dc voltage of 11V to 15V, but also provides sufficient current to

   run the load. The power supply should be a good battery full of electricity. To estimate roughly

   the current required for a load, it can be estimated by dividing the power of the load by 10.

Continuous frequently open and close inverters can cause damage.

Non-professional technicians, do not open inverter shell

Warming

Warming

Small Power inverter front and rear panel diagram

The product panel is for reference only.Please refer to the actual product.

Installation method

Warming

Modified sine wave

Load equipment Inverter with the same voltage of car battery

Insert point cigarette mouth

A schematic diagram of automobile cigarette lighter interface

connected with vehicular inverter

A schematic diagram of a 48V/60V/72V inverter connected to an

electric bicycle battery

The inverter with the input voltage of 48V/60V/72V can be powered by the electric
bicycle battery directly through the special power cord (optional)

48V/60V/72V Inverter

Special power cord (optional)

Use an electric bicycle battery

Standard battery line Battery clip line Electric car battery special

power cord

12V Connection Diagram Load equipment

+ ++ +

- -

- -

12V Inverter 12V/48V/60V/72V Inverter

12V/48V/60V/72V Connection Diagram

1、Power Switch

2、AC Output Socket

3、Power Indicator

4、Status Indicator

5、USB Interface

6、Positive (Red)

7、Negative (Black)

8、Smart FAN

9、Automobile cigarette lighter connection
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Battery connection schematic diagram

Battery Battery Battery

Install the connection step: 
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